Joy Rider 2 Shock & Alignment System Installation

Manufacturers Part Numbers:
• 3 Inch Axle - 200103
• UPC - 784672350945
• 2⅜ Inch Axle – 200102
• UPC – 784672350921
Patent Pending
©RV Improvement Systems

Each single axle kit contains the following:

•
•
•
•
•

2 Shock Absorbers
2 Tie Plate Replacement
2 Extension Brackets
2 Upper Shock Mounting Brackets
1 Hardware Package

2 Spring alignment with push tabs
2 Gear hold down H brackets 1/8
2 Alignment slide H brackets ¼
2 Alignment Gears

The optimum angle for a heavy duty gas shock absorber is 40 degrees or less.
1. Before starting Job inspect Frame and all brackets for undue wear and cracks.
2. Measure U-Bolts to make sure they can be used. Also U-Bolts need to have at
lease 1 inch of thread showing above Nut. The new system is ¾ inch thicker than
old system.
3. Trailer should be supported with rated stands for the trailer.
4. Caution should be taken while working under trailer.
5. Axles will need to be supported so as not to fall.
6. All measurements for upper shocks mounts location are to be made while trailer
is on the ground. The wire around the shock holds the shock at half way up and
down. Number one cause of system failure is shocks are mounted in wrong
location which does not allow enough stroke which will break shocks and
mounts. If installing system while trailer is off the ground and axles are hanging
down you will need to cut the 50/50 wire to let the shock extend out to make
your measurements.
7. The shocks have more stroke than needed. You can compress the shock ½ inch
either way and still have plenty of stroke.
8. The upper shock mounts can be drilled or welded on.
9. If any questions need to be asked please call Sonny at 574 370 4515. 7 days a
week 7 to 7 EST.
Slide Rail

Typical Joy Rider Installation

Key to this improved shock operating angle is the
patent pending new tie plate and bracket extension

1) The first step can be done on the
bench. Begin by attaching the shock
mount extenders to the right and
left shock-mount assemblies. When
Tie plate is mounted under spring
do not use extender
Upper Shock Mount Bracket

New Tie Plate and Lower Shock Mount
3) Using 1/2-inch carriage bolts and Nylock
nuts, install the shock mount extensions for
the Joy Rider to both the right and left shock
mount assemblies and tighten firmly.

Adjustable Extension Bracket for
Lower Shock Mount
2) The adjustable bracket system is
designed to fit most single, double
and triple-axle suspensions, above
or below the leaf springs. No need
to worry about replacing existing
U-bolts, as the Joy Rider’s clever
bracket system utilizes the original
U-bolts.

From here, the rest of the install is under the trailer.
Remove the tie plates and U-bolts from
the leaf spring assemblies; hold on to the
U-bolts.
On some trailers the U-bolts may be
either facing up or down. You will
assemble the way it was removed with
new hardware. Inspect U-Bolts and
replace if needed.

Install the Spring alignment brackets under
spring and install tabs. Loosely install tabs and
tighten bolts loosely. The right and left shock
plates are then mounted in place of the factory
tie plate. After installing Tie plates install
alignment gear and install gear hold down H
bracket. Reinstall U-Bolts and Loosely install
nuts to hold system together.

Use an alternating cross pattern with an accurate torque wrench.
Carefully tighten the U-bolts to the Axle MFG torque specs.
Do not over tighten, excess torque will damage the axles.

1) The shock is then loosely installed to
the lower shock mount extension using
1/2- x 13/4- inch-long bolts.
2) Make sure that a M12 flat washer is put
between the bolt head and the shock
absorber, and a 1/2-inch-thick spacer is
placed between the shock absorber
and the shock mount extender before
securing with the ½ -inch Nylock nut.
3) Next, loosely bolt the Joy Rider shock
absorber to the shock mount extension
to aid in installing the upper bracket to
the optimal position.
4) Now, loosely bolt the upper shock
mount bracket to the top of the shock
and rotate shock up to locate where
upper bracket will be mounted. Mark
location and drill pilot holes.

Installation Tips -The New Joy Rider

A cordless impact wrench will be
invaluable when installing the Joy
Rider shock absorber to the upper
and lower brackets.

Using a 12-inch-long drill bit will
allow for adequate reach when
installing the upper bracket because
the leaf springs will be in the way of a
drill with a shorter bit.

Once the shock is in place, the other
end is connected to the upper shock
bracket and swung up to the trailer
frame for proper positioning. When
in place against the bottom of the
frame, the hole locations are marked
for drilling. ALL MEASUREMENTS
WITH TRAILER SITTING ON TIRES.
The shock absorber is then removed
from the upper mounting bracket
before it’s clamped to the frame
using Vice-Grip pliers. Drilling the
holes in the frame is the hardest
part, depending on the clearance
around the spring, hangers and
equalizer. Longer drill bits make the
process easier.
Make sure underbelly material is
removed; the bracket must be
flush against the frame.

Installation Tips -The New Joy Rider
When installing the 3/8-inch self-drilling bolts
to the upper bracket, the cordless impact
wrench comes in handy when
equipped with an 8-inch 1⁄2-inch drive
extension and 9/16--inch-deep socket. Longer
drill bits make the process easier.
Before drilling, check for hoses or
wiring above the frame. It is
important to use a stepped process
for drilling holes. Start by drilling a
pilot hole using the long 1/8-inch bit.
Open the holes with the 1/4-inch drill
bit and again with the 11/12-inch bit,
which is the final hole size.
For thinner frames (ultra-light
trailers),drill a 21/64-inch hole
through the frame.

Installation Tips -The New Joy Rider

Hold the upper bracket to the frame to
ensure that the necessary
underbelly material has been removed.
FOR NON SPREAD AXLES A RULE OF
THUMB IS TO MOUNT UPPER
BRACKETS ABOUT 1 to 2 INCHES FROM
CENTER HANGER.

If access for drilling the holes for the upper brackets is extremely difficult, you may
need to drop one end of the leaf spring.
This can be accomplished by removing one bolt from either end of the leaf spring;
be sure to use jack stands to support the axle. The 3/8-inch self-threading bolts
that hold the upper brackets to the frame can be driven using a 1/2-inch impact
wrench. Caution do not over tighten bolts and strip out threads. If this happens
then you will need to use grade 5 or 8 bolts and nuts to install brackets.

Install the upper end of the Joy
Rider shock .
Make sure that a M12 flat washer is
put between the bolt head and the
shock absorber, and a 1/2-inch-thick
spacer is placed between the shock
absorber and the shock mount
extender before securing with the
12 M Nylock nut. Tighten securely.
Make sure upper bolt does not
come in contact with upper shackle.
You may need to reverse bolt to
clear shackle.
The final step is to bolt the shock to the brackets and remove
the retaining wire that prevents the shock from extending during
the installation process. At this point, all the bolts should be double checked
for tightness and proper torque. Lower the trailer back to
the ground and check for adequate clearances for all components.

The 15 degree outward angle
of the Joy Rider shock
absorbers helps mitigate the
uncomfortable, side-to-side
rocking motion. ↓

↑ With this install completed, we checked the
positioning of the Joy Rider shock absorbers using a
protractor; they were at a 35-degree angle. 45
degrees is the max that the shocks may be mounted.
The shocks are controlling the movement of the
equalizer and the spring movement.
After shocks are installed and trailer is sitting on
ground check to make sure shocks have enough
travel. Shock travel is 10 ¾ to 17 ¾ inches.

